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Eden's Revelation
Will the world see ushering of new world order and
arrival of a new global leader post COVID-19
pandemic? Such a systemic alteration to occur, some
fracture in the ruling cohort is a pre-requisite. Has any
irreparable fracture among the current global ruling
elites emerged? Will the wrangling centered round the
pandemic will prompt any fresh alignment and
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counter-alignment process culminating in a new
polarity? Where does India fit in? Can India, while
prioritizing domestic requirements, assume some
global responsibility in an unfolding new world order
to ensure a seat in the high table for itself? By
connecting the socio-economic-strategic spats and
crisis time power play in the wake of the pandemic
this paper demarcates the broad pointers of the postCOVID-19 world order which may not be fully visible
for next one year or two. If the US and European
powers remain absent in shaping a global unity as
usual, China and India may take the crisis as
opportunity to start setting new rules and initiate
actions according to their global governance visions.
The author suggests that a new world order is in the
offing and with the strong leadership and global vision
of Narendra Modi, India must look beyond the
America-led world order, and both competing and
cooperating with China, to usher the post-pandemic
world order as ‘Chindian world order’ to its
advantage. About the Imprint: IndraStra Papers is an
imprint of IndraStra Global New York, specially
formulated for stimulating discussion on academic
research and policy studies that directly deal with
economic and other development problems facing the
world.

Love Rises
In an age of demagogues, hostile great powers and
trade wars, foreign policy traditionalists dream of
restoring liberal international order. This order, they
claim, ushered in seventy years of peace and
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prosperity and saw post-war America domesticate the
world to its values. The False Promise of Liberal Order
exposes the flaws in this nostalgic vision. The world
shaped by America came about as a result of coercion
and, sometimes brutal, compromise. Liberal projects –
to spread capitalist democracy – led inadvertently to
illiberal results. To make peace, America made
bargains with authoritarian forces. Even in the Pax
Americana, the gentlest order yet, ordering was rough
work. As its power grew, Washington came to believe
that its order was exceptional and even permanent –
a mentality that has led to spiralling deficits,
permanent war and Trump. Romanticizing the liberal
order makes it harder to adjust to today’s global
disorder. Only by confronting the false promise of
liberal order and adapting to current realities can the
United States survive as a constitutional republic in a
plural world.

Crisis Theory and World Order
LOVE RISES is pure, well, not so pure, fiction based on
fact. A young Confederate lieutenant and a daring,
older woman break all the taboos of the South in their
efforts to survive a war-shattered world. When the
Civil War ends, dashing Confederate Lieutenant
Charlie Irving helps Julia's husband, General Robert
Toombs, flee to France to avoid Union charges for
treason. For years, Charlie has lusted after Julia even
though she is a married woman twenty years his
senior, and the South's most celebrated beauty.
Under Charlie's smoldering looks, Julia goes weak in
the knees and dreams of falling with Charlie on the
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thick, Persian carpet in her mansion's parlor. The
aftermath of war offers a world based on survival and
a chance to explore their passion if the two can
survive the North's continuing effort to crush the
South. But Julia still loves her husband, and code-ofhonor-bound Charlie has sworn to take care of Julia in
the General's absence. Is General Toombs' desperate
plea to Charlie to do whatever is necessary to keep
his wife safe and happy, curse or blessing on what the
future holds?

Staff of Law
One teashop, two sisters, two heartwarming romance
novellas.

Production, Power, and World Order
Life hasn't been kind to Adam Sellars latelyIn the past
year he has broken up with his fiancee, barely
survived a terrible car wreck, and had his brother's
family vanish while he lay unconscious in the hospital.
Since then he has been a crippled shell going through
the motions of life with nothing but the search for his
brother to keep him going.But Adam is about to
discover that things can still take a turn for the
worse.Much worse.His quest for his lost brother has
brushed up against a very dark corner of the world
and something has come out of that darkness with an
unholy vengeance. He can't fight it, he can't hide from
it, and not even the police can protect him as his
world descends into chaos.His only hope lies in a
mysterious pair of strangers who have appeared out
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of nowhere with an offer of aid. But they have their
own agenda, and his survival may not be their top
priority. Now Adam must keep his wits about him and
learn to believe in himself again as events send him
on a collision course with a monster more horrific
than he ever dreamed possible.

Mastyr Phrenzy
When a Hanford Patrol officer is killed and dumped in
a reactor pond, his friend and Watch Commander is
on the hunt to find out who did it and why. As he digs
deeper he uncovers secrets that lie below the surface
of this seemingly perfect government town. Set in
1952 at the height of the Cold War, and against the
background of the largest plutonium production site
in the world this story details life inside one of the
network of facilities that stretched from Los Alamos
and Oak Ridge to the atomic testing grounds of the
Pacific.

Journey to You
In this book, a preeminent military historian considers
why this is so."--BOOK JACKET.

Hadron Revelation
A wizard without family A warrior without memory A
world without hope One thousand years ago, the
world was broken and reborn beneath the boot of a
nameless, ageless tyrant. He erased all history of the
time before, enslaving the people and hunting those
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with the power to unseat him. The power of magic.
Eryn is such a girl. Born with the Curse, she fights to
control and conceal it to protect those she loves. But
when the truth is revealed, and his soldiers come, she
is forced away from her home and into the company
of Silas, a deadly fugitive tormented by a fractured
past. Silas knows only that he is a murderer who once
hunted the Cursed, and that he and his brothers
butchered armies and innocents alike to keep the
deep, dark secrets of the time before from ever
coming to light. Secrets which could save the world.
Or destroy it completely.

EMP Exodus
Hawthorne's first published novel, Fanshawe
combines romantic themes with an engaging look at
college life in the early nineteenth century. Critics
have noted that the novel has strong autobiographical
components and is likely a thinly fictionalized account
of the writer's own experiences as a student at
Bowdoin College.

Turtle Island
What do you do if you are one of the few who remain
alive after a mysterious, flu-like virus claims most of
the global population? This is a question Kim Robins
and Peri Henderson have to answer when the world
changes and society falls apart. Violent gangs of
looters make it unsafe to remain in the city. Hoping to
improve their chances for survival, Kim and Peri
decide to hike into the remote forest area of Maine.
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Dangerous circumstances along the trail cause the
women to join forces with another hiker and her dog.
The longtime friends and their new companions set
off on a daunting trek filled with both menacing and
kindhearted survivors. With evidence of the illness
everywhere they go, will this journey bring each of
the women the happiness and safety she seeks?

World Order
Rhetoric and history intersected dramatically during
the Cold War, which was, above all else, a war of
words. This volume, which combines the work of
historians and communication scholars, examines the
public discourse in Cold War America from a number
of perspectives including how rhetoric shaped history
and policies and how rhetorical images invited
interpretations of history. The book opens with
Norman Graebner's wideranging analysis of the
rhetorical background of the Cold War. Frank
Costigliola then parses Stalin's speech of February,
1946, an address that many in the West took as a
declaration of war by the USSR. The development of
NSC68 in 1950, often referred to as America's
"blueprint" for fighting the Cold War, is the subject of
Robert P. Newman's review. Shawn J. ParryGiles and J.
Michael Hogan then focus on American propaganda
responses to the perceived Soviet threat. H. W.
Brands, Randall B. Woods, and Rachel L. Holloway
examine the effects of liberal ideology and rhetoric on
domestic and foreign policy decisions. Robert J.
McMahon and Robert L. Ivie raise the issue of what it
has meant to be the "leader of the Free World" and
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what the task of postCold War rhetoric will be in this
regard. Scholars concerned with the role of words in
public life and in the study of history will find
challenging material in this interdisciplinary volume.
Historians, speech communication scholars, and
political scientists with an interest in the Cold War will
similarly find grist for further milling.

The Lizard Queen Book Three
Talsy and Chanter return to the peaceful vale, where
she gives birth to his son - a creature of the chaos.
Travain has stunted Mujar powers and a Trueman
personality, making him dangerous and
unpredictable, and he is also angry at his father's
apparent neglect. Mujar, however, do not care for
their children, who are born fully formed and
independent. Travain grows quickly, and is everything
Chanter warned Talsy he might be. Chanter finds the
last piece of the broken Staff of Law and makes it
whole, but the laws are lost. His first son is born on
the eastern continent they left behind so long ago,
but he is blinded by strange golden lights in his mind.
He names himself Law, and finds shelter in a hive of
semi-ants. The next generation are manants, and
attack him, forcing Law to flee into the chaos. In his
search for shelter, he travels to the western
continent, where Truemen capture him. The wind
informs Chanter of his plight, and Talsy insists that
they save him. That means venturing into the chaos
once more, and now it is far worse than it was before.

State Facts for Fun! California
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1904 in three parts - Astrology, Chiromancy, and
Physiognomy. Also, chapters on the significance of
the moles of the body astrologically considered, the
mystical wheel of Pythagoras and the methods of
working it. Content: Astrology, the Alphabet of As.

World Order
When she was found barely coherent and staggering
over sand dunes, word spread fast that the prophecy
had finally come to pass and Lacáruna had been
delivered to initiate the next expansion of this world.
The trouble is Lacáruna has been removed from the
world she's intended to expand. Amy Darlidale must
return to her mission before any harm can come to
her friends. Fortunately, she knows the way back and,
unlike the first time Amy found herself under a full
moon in a starless sky, she knows what she's up
against.In order to fulfill the Promise of a New
Morphósis Amy understands that the actual prophecy
has to be found, but the sense of order in this
mysterious world continues to collapse. Fires rage,
clans are being slaughtered and townsfolk massacred,
and leaders have proclaimed a great evil has
returned. Licha and Jandro, the young companions
who have been with her from the start, along with the
Trotéjo comrades who have sworn to protect herDack, who has saved her life more than once, and
their new ally Sheng, a Palace Guard who has joined
their quest, continue pushing forward as their
obstacles multiply. Unsure what answers might be
found in the first mythic journals of this world's
origins, Amy searches for clues. But secretly she's
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begun seeing visions and receiving messages from
forces unknown. As she tries to understand the extent
of her power others are becoming aware of it as well.
Soon a new group with its own mysterious agenda
believes Amy may have another fated purpose and
only she can save herself from their terrifying trap.

Just--William
Book Excerpt: Jack Morgan, Jack Morgan'--jus' like
that. An' she eats just nothin' now. Always hangin'
round the windows to watch you pass."The
perspiration stood out in beads on Mr. Morgan's
brow."It's--horrible," he said at last in a hoarse
whisper.William was gratified. The young man had at
last realised his cruelty. But William never liked to
leave a task half done. He still sat on and calmly and
silently considered his next statement. Mechanically
he put a hand into his pocket and conveyed a
Gooseberry Eye to his mouth. Mr. Morgan also sat in
silence with a stricken look upon his face, gazing into
vacancy."She's got your photo," said William at last,
"fixed up into one of those little round things on a
chain round her neck.""Are--you--sure?" said Mr.
Morgan desperately."Sure's fate," said William rising.
"Well, I'd better be goin'. She pertic-ler wants to see
you alone to-night. Good-bye."But Mr. Morgan did not
answer. He sat huddled up in his

Understanding World Order and
Structural Change
Originally published in 1957—years before he was
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Secretary of State and winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize—, Henry Kissinger wrote A World Restored, to
understand and explain one of history’s most
important and dramatic periods; a time when Europe
went from political chaos to a balanced peace that
lasted for almost a hundred years. After the fall of
Napoleon, European diplomats gathered in a festive
Vienna with the task of restoring stability following
the French Revolution, the Napoleonic Wars, and the
dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire. The central
figures at the Congress of Vienna were the Foreign
Secretary of the United Kingdom, Viscount
Castlereagh and the Foreign Minister of Austria
Klemens Wenzel von Mettern Metternich. Castlereagh
was primarily concerned with maintaining balanced
powers, while Metternich based his diplomacy on the
idea of legitimacy—that is, establishing and working
with governments that citizens accept without force.
The peace they brokered lasted until the outbreak of
World War I. Through trenchant analysis of the history
and forces that create stability, A World Restored
gives insight into how to create long-lasting
geopolitical peace-lessons that Kissinger saw as
applicable to the period immediately following World
War II, when he was writing this book. But the lessons
don’t stop there. Like all good insights, the book’s
wisdom transcends any single political period.
Kissinger’s understanding of coalitions and balance of
power can be applied to personal and professional
situations, such as dealing with a tyrannical boss or
co-worker or formulating business or organizational
tactics. Regardless of his ideology, Henry Kissinger
has had an important impact on modern politics and
few would dispute his brilliance as a strategist. For
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anyone interested in Western history, the tactics of
diplomacy, or political strategy, this volume will
provide deep understanding of a pivotal time.

Divinity
The Final Book In The Divinity Saga The Earth is
breaking open. The wall between the Spirit and
Human realm has begun to shatter, allowing darkness
to seep in and converge like an epidemic. The End
Has Begun Even after setting everything in motion by
attacking Morning Star first, Cam`ael finally has
everything that he's ever wanted in his existence;
Starling's love and a family. Cam`ael's happiness is
short-lived when he's finally given the harsh and
inexplicable truth about why Starling has always been
such a unique Chosen. A Fiery Will Shortly after giving
birth, Starling begins to realize what must be done in
order to save the world and the future of their
children. But having made the the promise to
Cam`ael of never sacrificing herself for him, how can
she risk it? While the Elders and other warriors see
her as a traitor, her friends begin to see her as
something more. In every battle and every war there
will be sacrifices and betrayals, but if darkness
prevails- light will cease to exist.

Atomic City Crime Story
Henry Kissinger's 2014 book World Order: Reflections
on the Character of Nations and the Course of History
not only offers a summary of thinking developed
throughout a long and highly influential career-it is
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also an intervention in international relations theory
by one of the most famous statesmen of the
twentieth century. Kissinger initially trained as a
university professor before becoming Secretary of
State to President Richard Nixon in 1973 - a position
in which he both won the Nobel Peace Prize and was
accused of war crimes by protesters against American
military actions in Vietnam. While a controversial
figure, Kissinger is widely agreed to have a unique
level of practical and theoretical expertise in politics
and international relations - and World Order is the
culmination of a lifetime's experience of work in those
fields. The product of a master of the critical thinking
skill of interpretation, World Order takes on the
challenge of defining the worldviews at play in global
politics today. Clarifying precisely what is meant by
the different notions of 'order' imagined by nations
across the world, as Kissinger does, highlights the
challenges of world politics, and sharpens the focus
on efforts to make surmounting these divisions
possible. While Kissinger's own reputation will likely
remain equivocal, there is no doubting the
interpretative skills he displays in this engaging and
illuminating text.

World Order
In a series of riveting interviews, America's senior
statesman discusses the challenges of directing
foreign policy during times of great global tension. As
National Security Advisor to Richard Nixon, Henry
Kissinger transformed America's approach to
diplomacy with China, the USSR, Vietnam, and the
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Middle East, laying the foundations for geopolitics as
we know them today. Nearly fifty years later,
escalating tensions between the US, China, and
Russia are threatening a swift return to the same
diplomatic game of tug-of-war that Kissinger played
so masterfully. Kissinger on Kissinger is a series of
faithfully transcribed interviews conducted by the
elder statesman's longtime associate, Winston Lord,
which captures Kissinger's thoughts on the specific
challenges that he faced during his tenure as NSA, his
general advice on leadership and international
relations, and stunning portraits of the larger-than-life
world leaders of the era. The result is a frank and wellinformed overview of US foreign policy in the first half
of the 70s—essential reading for anyone hoping to
understand tomorrow's global challenges.

Erin's Daughters
Henry Kissinger's 2014 book World Order: Reflections
on the Character of Nations and the Course of History
not only offers a summary of thinking developed
throughout a long and highly influential career-it is
also an intervention in international relations theory
by one of the most famous statesmen of the
twentieth century. Kissinger initially trained as a
university professor before becoming Secretary of
State to President Richard Nixon in 1973 - a position
in which he both won the Nobel Peace Prize and was
accused of war crimes by protesters against American
military actions in Vietnam. While a controversial
figure, Kissinger is widely agreed to have a unique
level of practical and theoretical expertise in politics
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and international relations - and World Order is the
culmination of a lifetime's experience of work in those
fields. The product of a master of the critical thinking
skill of interpretation, World Order takes on the
challenge of defining the worldviews at play in global
politics today. Clarifying precisely what is meant by
the different notions of 'order' imagined by nations
across the world, as Kissinger does, highlights the
challenges of world politics, and sharpens the focus
on efforts to make surmounting these divisions
possible. While Kissinger's own reputation will likely
remain equivocal, there is no doubting the
interpretative skills he displays in this engaging and
illuminating text.

The Invention of Peace
Uses Heidegger’s philosophy to critique and remedy
“world order thinking” in international politics.

The Post-Pandemic World Order
How much do you know about The United State of
America's most populous state? Are you able to name
what city in California had a mayor who served for
only 10 minutes? Or the fast food restaurant that
opened its very first restaurant in California? How
about the Nascar racer who was born in California?
California is America's most populous state, and
comes with its own amazing history. Because its
popularity (and population), California has had its fair
share of unique individuals and events coming from
within its borders. But how many of them do you
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know about? State Facts for Fun! California is an
educational and entertaining experience for the whole
family. Kids will love the humor and pictures that are
contained within, while parents will love that their
children are learning (and enjoying every minute of
it). Kids will learn fascinating facts from subjects like
history and geography, and will remember them well
because of the book's game like format.

What's Your Green Goldfish?
This book introduces readers to the global
conspiracy--The New World Order. The Anti-Christ,
Freemasonry conspiracy and Satanic Symbols are just
a few of the secret goodies that lie within this book. If
you are interested in events that are taking place
behind the scenes, then you owe it to yourself to read
this book this is volume one of a two volume set.

The Influence of the Stars
The fourth book in the HADRON series! Our people
are dependent. Our security is reliant on others.
Unknown to us, our futures have been stolen. The
Galactic Union may not be as unified as the name
suggests. Our being an asset to one species may be
viewed as being a liability to others. Can the
prospects of Man's future be brought back into
balance?

21 Aldgate
Three women from different generations struggle to
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understand the nature of love and family and the
complexities of life's choices Dani (Present day) The
clues to understanding her future lie hidden in the
past. Solving a 130-year old mystery may be the only
way to understand her life and save her crumbling
marriage. Maggie (Present day) Maggie wants to
complete the historical account of her Irish ancestor's
arrival in North Idaho. But there's a piece of family
drama missing that she can't figure out on her own. A
tragedy she can't explain. Mariah (1884) Her head
filled with gold dust dreams, Mariah heads west in
search of her fortune in North Idaho's gold rush.
Entangled in the lives of two men, neither exactly
whom they appear to be, she makes a choice that will
echo through to the present.

Critical Reflections on the Cold War
In this seminal study, Robert Cox offers a new
approach to the study of power by identifying the
connections between production, the state, and world
order.

H. G. Wells Non-fiction Trio
H. G. Wells, a prolific science fiction writer, also wrote
many non-fiction works that may be found interesting
and/or pertinent for our current times. Could world
events be following a script? Volume 1 of this TRIO
contains: Anticipations - First serialized in The North
American Review, June 1901 with the subtitle: "An
Experiment in Prophecy" The Open Conspiracy: Blue
Prints for a World Revolution was published in 1928
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by H. G. Wells, when he was 62 years old. It was
revised and expanded in 1930 with the additional
subtitle A Second Version of This Faith of a Modern
Man Made More Explicit and Plain. In 1931 a further
revised edition appeared titled What Are We to To Do
With Our Lives? The final version appeared in 1933
under its original title. Many of its ideas are
anticipated in Wells's 1926 novel The World of William
Clissold. The book is, in Wells's words, a "scheme to
thrust forward and establish a human control over the
destinies of life and liberate it from its present
dangers, uncertainties and miseries." It proposes that
largely as the result of scientific progress, a common
vision of a world "politically, socially and economically
unified" is emerging among educated and influential
people, and that this can be the basis of "a world
revolution aiming at universal peace, welfare and
happy activity" that can result in the establishment of
a "world commonweal." This is to be achieved by
"drawing together a proportion of all or nearly all the
functional classes in contemporary communities in
order to weave the beginnings of a world community
out of their selection." This will ultimately "be a world
religion." - Wikipedia THE OPEN CONSPIRACY - TABLE
OF CONTENTS Introduction Chapter 1> The Present
Crisis in Human Affairs Chapter 2> The Idea of the
Open Conspiracy Chapter 3> We Have to Clear and
Clean Up Our Minds Chapter 4> The Revolution in
Education Chapter 5> Religion in the New World
Chapter 6> Modern Religion is Objective Chapter 7>
What Mankind Has to Do Chapter 8> Broad
Characteristics Of a Scientific World Commonweal
Chapter 9> No Stable Utopia Is Now Conceivable
Chapter 10> The open conspiracy is not to be thought
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of as a single organization; it is a conception of life
out of which efforts, organizations, and new
orientations will arise Chapter 11> Forces and
Resistances in the Great Modern Communities Now
Prevalent, Which Are Antagonistic to The Open
Conspiracy. The war with Tradition Chapter 12> The
Resistances of the Less Industrialized Peoples to the
Drive of the Open Conspiracy Chapter 13>
Resistances and Antagonistic Forces in our Conscious
and Unconscious Selves Chapter 14> The Open
Conspiracy Begins as a Movement of Discussion,
Explanation, and Propaganda Chapter 15> Early
Constructive Work of the Open Conspiracy Chapter
16> Existing and Developing Movements Which Are
Contributory to the Open Conspiracy and Which Must
Develop a Common Consciousness. The Parable of
Provinder Island Chapter 17> The Creative Home,
Social Group, and School. The Present Waste of
Idealistic Will Chapter 18> Progressive Development
of the Activities of the Open Conspiracy Into a World
Control and Commonweal. The Hazards of the
Attempt Chapter 19> Human Life in the Coming
World Community The New World Order was
published in 1940. Wells was 74 years old and
wondered whether this New World Order was
attainable, how it could be attained, and what sort of
world a world at peace will have to be. This
masterpiece of speculative theory will appeal to those
with an interest in the future of humanity and our
roles in society. In this Non-Fiction TRIO, H. G. Wells
vision and forethought stand out as an important
message for future events as well as current times.
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His Dark Empire
Kissinger on Kissinger
Hans Abrahamsson assesses the current world order
and structural change, within an historical framework.
He analyzes the interaction of Pax American and the
Bretton Woods system in the postwar period, and its
impact, specifically on the development of Southern
Africa. The author also proposed an analytical model
and a methodological framework for the study of the
international political economy and its global and
local implications. Finally, he addresses the
circumstances behind the current opportunity for
global change, and the social forces and political
action required in order to seize it.

Where Two Hearts Meet: Two Sweet
Something Teashop Novellas
21 ALDGATE by Patricia Friedberg is character-driven
historical fiction set in pre-WWII London's Jewish East
End and fashionable Chelsea, as well as in Germany
and France . It is a fictionalized story of the
relationship between the artist, Paul Maze, and his
young married assistant, Clara, during and after the
writing of his memoir of the Great War. A feature film
based on the author's screenplay of 21 Aldgate, titled
"The One I Love," is presently in development by
Progress Pictures, Ltd., U.K. and The Future Film
Group, U.K. The target audience includes WWI and
WWII history buffs, Jewish history enthusiasts,
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Anglophiles across the globe, and readers who enjoy
a great love story. Similar to The Postmistress in
tenor, 21 ALDGATE is a story of love and war that
bears witness to the prejudice, bias, aggression and
propaganda that influenced British society during the
buildup to WWII.

Fanshawe
Greenmantle
What's Your Green Goldfish is based on the simple
premise that employees are the key drivers of
customer experience and that "Happy Employees
Create Happy Customers." The book focuses on 15
different ways to drive employee engagement and
reinforce a strong corporate culture. It's the second
book in the goldfish trilogy. The first book was an
Amazon Best Seller entitled, What's Your Purple
Goldfish. Purple focused on customers, whereby
Green focuses on employees. Both books are based
on a revolutionary new approach called marketing
g.l.u.e. (marketing by giving little unexpected extras).
The book is based on the findings of the Green
Goldfish Project, an effort which crowd sourced 1,001
examples of signature added value for employees.
Key themes emerged from the Project. The book is
filled with over 200 examples. PRAISE FOR WHAT'S
YOUR GREEN GOLDFISH "Stan is the sherpa that
guides executives along the journey between the
heart and mind of business stakeholders.
Stakeholders aren't always customers though. At a
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time when company vision and culture matters more
than ever, it takes inspired and engaged employees
to bring them to life." - Brian Solis, author of What's
the Future of Business #WTF, The End of Business as
Usual and Engage "So often overlooked, and so very
vital to building company value empowering
employees to support each other and the brand. Stan
Phelps 'gets' it and Green Goldfish will walk you stepby-step though achieving this critical goal." - Ted
Rubin, author of Return on Relationship "Great
customer centric organizations only exist because of
engaged and empowered employees. The Green
Goldfish is packed with awesome examples of what
world class companies are doing today to inspire and
reward their employees. If you see value in truly
building an "A Team," Green Goldfish will be, without
question, your single best reference." - Chris Zane,
Founder and President of Zane's Cycles, author of
Reinventing the Wheel, the Science of Creating
Lifetime Customers "Stan Phelps takes customer
service to a whole new level by focusing on
EMPLOYEE service, and how to do well by your
employees - so they take care of your customers.
Packed with stories, insights and R.U.L.E.S. any
company can follow, this book is a must-read for
managers of companies of all shapes and sizes who
know that employees don't leave jobs - they leave
managers, especially when they don't feel your love
and appreciation. Pick this up, and start engaging
your team and making more GREEN - Phil Gerbyshak,
author of The Naked Truth of Social Media "Our largescale research shows unequivocally that engaged
employees are more likely to work longer, try harder,
make more suggestions for improvement, recruit
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others to join their company, and go out of their way
to help customers. They even take less sick time.
Companies can tap into the enormous value of
engaged employees by following the 15 ideas that
Stan lays out in this book." - Bruce Temkin, author of
The Six Laws of Customer Experience "Too often, the
actual employment experience delivered on the job
does not measure up to the version sold to job
candidates during the interview process. In What's
Your Green Goldfish, Stan Phelps offers 15 ways to
close the gap." - Steve Curtin, author of Delight Your
Customers: 7 Simple Ways to Raise Your Customer
Service from Ordinary to Extraordinary (AMACOM,
June 2013) "In What's Your Green Goldfish, Stan
Phelps brilliantly applies the idea of 'doing a little
something extra' for employees. You know, those
people that actually get the work done and keep
customers happy. Read it, put some of the ideas to
work, and soon you'll be reaping more 'green' from
your customers." - Bob Thompson, Founder and CEO,
CustomerThink Corp.

Spiderstalk
An explosion at a Ugandan mine ignites the spark of
unrest. An inadvertent battle fans the flames,
threatening an inferno of global war. Two
superpowers struggle to weaponize a secret that will
reshape the world's power structure a secret found
only in a hidden valley high in the Rwenzori
Mountains until now. The saga continues with Andrew
and Kabilito, back from crisis in New York, now cast
into contentious roles over a shift in the power, a
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prophecy revealed, and the emergence of a madman.
With both his sanity and the tribe's identity at stake,
Andrew is driven to the brink by the shock of Eden's
Revelation.

A Journey in Other Worlds
Cassie and her clan are forced to move from their
bunker hiding place and begin a grueling trip to her
homestead farm where there is better safety and
support. The group is surrounded by the invaders
fighting the resistance groups and a mysterious unit
called the "20s."

The False Promise of Liberal Order
Reproduction of the original: A Journey in Other
Worlds by John Jacob Astor

Lady Admired
Robert Cox's writings have had a profound influence
on recent developments in thinking in world politics.
This book brings together for the first time his most
important essays, grouped around the theme of world
order. The volume is divided into sections dealing
respectively with theory; with the application of Cox's
approach to recent changes in world political
economy; and with multilateralism and the problem of
global governance. This volume will be an essential
guide to Robert Cox's critical approach for students
and teachers of international relations and
international political economy.
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A World Restored
How have the great states and empires of world
history evolved their distinct identities and attitudes?
And how do these shape global relations today? World
Orderis the summation of Henry Kissinger's thinking
about statecraft, strategy, the fates of nations and
tectonic plates of history. 'Exquisitely timed, deserves
to be read . . . World order depends on it.' Lionel
Barber, Financial Times 'Magisterial.' Jonathan Powell,
Daily Telegraph 'A sage in the age of disorder.'
Christopher Meyer, The Times 'Compelling, vintage
Kissinger.' Hillary Rodham Clinton, Washington Post
'Kissinger is unique . . . this book is his summa
diplomatica.' Paul Johnson, Spectator, Books of the
Year

Rebel
The one thing Rose Trent, Dowager Countess of
Bentley, ever wanted was freedom. Now it's within
her grasp. Or it was, until she was kidnapped on the
very first holiday she'd ever taken. What should have
been traumatic has turned into the most adventurous
time in her life, aided by a most unlikely Scot.
Unfortunately, she only has a fortnight to thoroughly
enjoy herself before her stepson shows up to pay the
ransom. Laird Aiden MacGregor usually thinks through
everything before taking action. Order is necessary to
the running of a successful business and home. But,
one simple rash action throws everything into
disorder. He hadn't been the one to kidnap the
delightful and beautiful Lady Bentley, but he'd be the
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one to pay the price. As such, he decides to spend the
last days on Earth making everything right with his
family, securing their future, and spending every
moment he can with Rose before he swings from the
gallows. With a word from her, or perhaps promise,
his neck might be saved, but at what cost and is Rose
willing to save him?

Approaches to World Order
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully
prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While
they always hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney
World or Universal Studios, they usually went
somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former
boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck
stop coupon magazine. But this year was different.
Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in
any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a
portal to a place called Turtle Island, an alternate
version of America that diverged from our history
before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was
there where they met world famous action movie star
Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You
Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the
ninja film, Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as
well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and
the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would
be their guide in this strange new world. Jordie, they
later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle
Island for a very specific reason. Because they look
just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the
Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the
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dictator. But things don't go as planned and the
Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's
national pastime/system of justice where criminals
competitors, or crimpetitors, compete for their
freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very
simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must
suffer the consequences.

World Order
The former Secretary of State and national security
adviser provides a deep meditation on the roots of
international harmony and global disorder.
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